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At the Poultry Counter 

 
Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
� AG شEF $%ووق :B1 ، C% ه#,A 1+ة أش<%ل وأ,#اع :9 ا!*%ج،أ,% ه#ن 34 ف 01/ .-%,+ ا!*%ج آ'&%$#: ا! �

 هF+ا شEF $%ووق :C ال ، هF+ا شEF $%ووق :C ا!PQ%رات وا!N .ا LFM آFK  آFK  هF+،ا!<%ر&A0& I ه# هF+ا ه#ي
)sauce blanche (م#K!وا، FKآ LFMو ، FKآ IQFM ا#-P>,  .N!ا C: ا+FهQU، 'ه %BN, 0#اVWB4 X1 ووق%$ EFا ش+Fه 

YBZ!و:9 ش%ن رأس ا �� ه#,C: A ا!<%ر&I. ه#,A :3%ن ,#&VW, X1 ا+Fه، FKآ LFM ،Fا ش+Fووق 1%دي ه%$ E، C: 
]%FBFQV3!ا،YF,%BQ0!ا Y^& _!ووق 01/ ا%$ EFس ، ش#Z!وا )sauce ( V%ج. أح�ش#ر:%  %B1 AG A,#ا ه+Fه، LFM ا+Fه 

%P0VWB4 X1  FKز،آ%-Fه%G �-: A,%Vآ %PF0VW$ A>FG ،#>ZFZ,ا G %PF0VW$ A>FG ،آ'ت ه%&+يb! ه%دا ، FKه%دا .  ا!+ارج آ
 ه%دا ا!*%ج ،:C ا!*C: A,#P! A*FB4cordon bleu)  (IBQ . ا ه#,C: A ا31e%ب شEF $%ووق هC:،+F ا31d%ب
ABQ*4 A3N:،f&f!و  FKآ LFM  .IF0آ#آ E& G A,#ه A!ر،ه+و%gh ،IW4أر %PFG IFآ%Q!آ'ت .  اdه%ي ا A,#ه

I&+F0^-!ال ،ا )chicken burger ( Y1%Bi 9: %BN,)Goodies(، A,#ه%دا ه )scallop (Vآ  � Q:%ن 01/ ه%
 Y1%Bi)Goodies( . ه%دا)cordon bleu (و A,%Vآ IBQ*!ا C:)Champignons (I^& _!01/ ا ABW&، آ0#ا ABW& 
A1 ش، FKآ LFM  . �! A,#ه A*F-4)scallop .( %B1)scallop (]ور+iو �N!9 01/ اFk. . ه%دا)chicken 

nuggets (ر%gl!د اe#0! آ'تdي. ه+ا ا ّk!ا A,#ه، Y1%Bi 9: ي ّG %B1 )Goodies(، FK9 آFQFM  . A,#وه%&+ا ه
  .  وهF+ا آV%ن ا!<#آIF0 شLFM A آFK ،ا!-#م
  

� ه#,A آV%ن VWB4 %B9 إح&+W4ج%� I-kآ،o,و+^Q!وا �lQ!ا C: I-kآ AGد[ و%. I-kه%دي آ ،IQFM  FKاذا 4+ك .  آ A,#ه
 شi AG A-k+ر :C ،*0+[هF+ا i+ر :C ا!). i )chicken breast+ر 4+ون �0+[ و4+ون IVr1 ،آi %B1 A,%V+ور[

  .�0+[ وW4+ه% i+ر 4+ون �0+[
  
    
 

English translation: 

 
I’m responsible for the chicken stand over here.  We have a number of different kinds of 
chicken – there’s shish taouk with curry -- that’s this one.  It’s really good. This is shish 
taouk with spices and pepper.  This is shish taouk1 with white sauce2 and garlic, and it’s 
very good.  It’s got a very good flavor.  This one is with basil.  We make it here; it’s new, 
for Christmas and New Year’s.  This one we make with curry.  This is normal shish 
taouk, with mushrooms3.  Lebanese style shish taouk with red sauce.  This over here is 
chicken shawarma.  This is really good.  You can also make it like fajitas or Francisco, 
that kind of food.  This shish taouk over here is made with herbs.     
 
Over here we have cordon bleu with cheese.  This is chicken stuffed with cheese.  It’s 
very tasty.  Over here we have coquelet4 chickens, little ones.  There are four in a 
package.  Here we have traditional foods – chicken burgers made by Goodies.  This is 
chicken escalope also made by Goodies.  This is also cordon bleu with cheese but this 

                                                 
1 Cubed chicken prepared for grilling. 
2 Sauce blanche (Fr.). 
3 Champignons (Fr.). 
4 A smaller breed of chicken. 



one is also made with ham,5 in the traditional way.  It’s really good. This is scalloped 
chicken breast.  These are chicken nuggets, for little kids  
 
Over here we have chicken legs made by Goodies.  They’re very good.   This is garlic, 
and these are also coquelet. 
 
We also make chicken kefta here.  You see?  This is plain kefta and we also have kefta 
with onions and parsley.  It’s really good. 
 
Over here we have boneless skinless chicken breast.  This is chicken breast with skin.  
You see?  There is chicken without skin. 
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5 Jambon (Fr.). 


